




16 July 1982 DOCUMENT 1-515/82 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
.tab~ed by the following Members; . van AERSSEN, ADONNINO, AIGNER,ALBER, 
ALBERS, von ALEMANN, ALMIRANTE, ANSQUER, ANTONIOZZI, ARNDT, BADUEL-
GLORIOSO, OANGEMANN,BARBAGLI, BAROI, BATTlR SBY, SAUDIS, BERKIIOUWER, 
BERSANI,Lord BETHELL, BETTIZA, BEUMER, BEYER de RYKE, von BISMARCK, 
BOCKLET, BOMBARD, BONACCINI, BOOT, BORD, BOURNIAS, BOYES, BROK, CALVEZ, 
CARETTONI ROMAGNOLI,CASANMAGNANO-CERRETTI,Sir Fred CATHERWOOD, CECOVINI, 
CHANTERIE, CLINTON, COLLESELLI, COLLINS, COLLOMB, COSTANZO, COUSTE, 
CRONIN, CROUX, CURRY, DALSASS, D'ANGELOSANTE, DAVERN, DE GUCHT,DELATTE, 
DEL DUCA, DELEAU, DELOROZOY, DESCHAMPS, DIANA, DILIGENT,Lord OOURO, 
OURY,EISMA, Lady ELLES, ENRIGHT, ESTGEN, EWING, FELLERMAIER,FERGUSSON, 
de FERRANTI, FERRERO,FERRI,FICH,FILIPPI,FISCHBACH,FLANAGAN,FOCKE,FRANZ, 
Ingo FRIEDRICH,FRuH,Karl FUCHS,FUILLET,GABERT,GAIOTTI DE BIASE,GALLACHER, 
GAWRONSKI,GfROKOSTOPOULOS,GEURTSEN,GIIERGO,GIAVAZZI, GLINNE,de GOEDE,GONTIKAS, 
GOPPE L, GOUTH IE R, GRE DAL, HAAG£: RUP, IIAOSOURG, HANSCH, IIAI IN, Lord HARMAR-N I C HOLL S, 
von HASSFL, HlLMS,HERKLOlZ,HlRMAN,van den HEUVEL,HOFF,K.H. HOFFMANN,HOOPER, 
HOPP£R,tiORD,HUME,IPPOLITO,IRMLR, ISRAfL,Ro~ert JACKSON,JAK08SEN,JANSSfN 
van RAAY,JOHNSON,JONKER.J0RGENS,KALLIAS,KALOYANNIS,KATZER,KAZAZIS,KELLETT-
BOWMAN,M.Elaine KELLETT-UUWMAN KEY,KLEPSCH,KLINKENBORG,K0ttN,LAGAKOS,LANGES, , 
LECANUci,LEGA,l.EMMER,LENTZ-CORNETTE,LENZ,LEONARDI,LIGIOS,LOUWES,LuCKER, 
LUSTER,MACARIO,McCARTIN,MAHER,MAIJ-WEGGEN,MAJONICA,MALANGRE,de la MALENE, 
MARCK,MART,Simone MARTIN, MERTENS,MICHEL,van.~IN N EN,MODIANO,M0LLER,MOMMERSTEEG, 
MOORHOUSE, Jacques MOREAU,MORELAND,MOUCHEL,MuLLER~HERMANN,MUNTINGH,NARDUCCI,NEWTON 




PRICE,PROTOPAPADAKIS,PRUVOT,PURVIS,RAOBETHGE,Sir Brandon RHYS WILLIAMS, 
RIEGER,RINSCHE,RIPA di MEANA, ROBERTS,ROGALLA,ROGERS,RUFFOLO,RUMOR,RYAN, 
SALZER,SASSANO,Prinz SAYN WITTGENSTEIN -BERLEBURG,~CHALL,SCHIELER,SCHINZEL, 
SCHLEICHER,SCHMID,SCHNITKER,Karl SCH ON, Konrad SCHON,SCHWE~CKE,Sir James SCOTT-
HOPKINS,SCRIVENER,SEAL,SEEFEL.D,SEELER,SEGRE,SEIB EL-EMMERLING,SEITLINGER, 
SELIGMAN,SHERLOCK ,SIEGLERSCHMIDT,SIMMONDS,SIMO'INET,SIMPSON,SPENCER, 
SPICER,SPINELLI,SQUARCIALUPI,STELLA,Sir John STEWART-CLARK,SUTRA,TOLMAN, 
TRAVAGLINI, TUCKMAN, TURNER, TYRRELL, VANDEWIELE,S. i r Peter VANNECK, VAN ROMPUY, VERGEER, 
VERONESI,VERROKEN,VETTER,von der VRING,WALZ,Slr Fred WARNERMAWRZIK,WEBER 
WEDEKIND,WELSH,WIECZOREK-ZEUL,von WOGAU md ZECCHINO ' 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure 
on the foundation of a Euro-Arab University for postgraduate students at one 
of the traditional meeting places of Islamic and European culture on Spanish soil 
English Edition Pt 79.9U3 
!h~-g~r2~~2o_E2r1i2m~o!, 
A - having regard to the need for the Community to provide tangible evidence 
of its willingness to accept Spain as one of its Member States; 
B - conscious of the importance of the exchange of academic knowledge and 
cultural values as part of the Euro-Arab dialogue, 
C - taking the view that, as the historical meeting place of Islamic and 
European culture, Spain is the ideal country for the seat of a Euro-
Arab University, 
0 - believing that an institution of this kind would foster understanding 
of both the Arab and the European nations while emphasizing Spain's role 
as mediator and that the costs should be jointly borne by these three, 
E - aware that both Spain and various Arab States are receptive to this 
proposal, 
1. Calls on the Council and the Commission to cooperate with all those 
directly concerned in the planning and implementation of this project 
and in the provision of financial resources; 
2. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the Council, the 
{o~mission and the governments of the Member States and the prospective 
partners. 
The Euro-Arab University should ~e available for postgraduate studies in 
1iog~i~!i£~, the 02!~£21-~fi~D£~~ and h~m20i!i~~ and should offer a recognized 
final certificate. As well as teaching it should, in particular, conduct 
forward-Looking research under contract but independently of industry. The 
University must in principle be open to students and academic staff of all 
nationalities, its specific task being, however, to foster Euro-Arab exchanges 
of knowledge. 
It should be an autonomous entity governed by public Law, with parity of 
membership of its organs and so financed as to be free from political 
influence. 
It should be set up with the participation of all the partner countries 
which seek a peaceful balance of interests and growing mutual understanding 






C 0 R R I G E N D U M 
to the motion for a resolution <Rule 47) 
tabled by Mr VAN AERSSEN and 263 other signatories 
<Doc. 1-515/82) 
on the foundation of a Euro-Arab University for postgraduate 
students at one of the traditional meeting places of Islamic 
and European culture on Spanish soil 
Delete Mrs FUILLET's name from the List 
of signatories of this motion for a 
resolution. 
PE 79.903/Corr. 

